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Chapter 1 : Northern Wisconsin Musky Fishing on the Bad River, Muskie Fishing
I first read Muskie Tales by Bob Jennings and enjoyed it so much I ordered another Muskie book to read Muskie Muskie
on the Wall is just ok. If you want a easy read try Muskie Tales by Bob Jennings its a Great Book so I was a little
disappointed by Muskie Muskie on the wall.

Frabil Net bags Location: With my son on the water Hi Guys No doubt the Frabil nets are great products, it is
time to upgrade as my current Beckman is almost done so I am going with a Frabil. The question is which one
so I have 2 questions I need some feedback on. It seems the term Power Catch is used kind of geneically and
there are actually 3 models I am interested in that have the power catch. There is also a cost difference with
between the two nets and the is obviously higher although this is not a show stopper if it is the correct net. The
is the net that seems to be in most of the stores I have looked at? My second question is Frabil offers the in a
version with a 72 inch handle for a small aditional cost. I like a longer net handle and actually have an
extension on my current Beckman. So my second question is anyone using the model which has what I think
is a lighter bag and a longer handle. I know there are lots of threads on this and I have read them but none of
them are as specific as I what I am looking for. Have a good day guys and thanks in advance. Frabil Net bags
Posts: Money, PA I personally do not like these huge hooped nets myself They are not only big and bulky to
stow, but also big and bulky to handle when the time comes to net a monster. This is my personal preference
and you will get different opinions on this matter, so like many other aspects of muskie fishing; its what is
most comfy for you. I personally use a Frabil Power Catch mid size which I use for muskie and salmon
whenever I salmon fish as well. The nicest thing is that it stows, conveniently, up against the inside wall of my
boat perfectly, out of the way, but within reach at all times. Remember, mine is just 1 perspective Good Luck
in your search. Instead, I went with a slightly smaller Drifter XL bag at 37x35, which looks like a heavier bag
but slightly smaller hoop size. It is not as flexible as the thin coated mesh bags. Fish tend not to roll and get
caught up in it as bad. Makes for easier hook removal and faster releases. The net is nice and keeps fish from
getting too wound up. Madison, WI Have you checked out the new drifter nets? I got a chance to use one up in
canada, and really liked it. They are very similar to the frabil models you describe but I thought they were
slightly lighter so most likely easier to handle alone. Also I know they come in different colors so you can
maybe find one to match your boat. Also I see they are introducing a new predator series net witch look a lot
like the old Beckman nets so if you were happy with your Beckman you may want to check those out. It has
the heavily coated rubber mesh, and is very tangle free. The price on the frabill website seems very, very high,
though I bought mine probably 8 years ago. I think the 2" is the thinner stuff.
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Chapter 2 : The Case Of The Muskie: A Fish Story - CBS News
I have the following musky fishing books for sale. Prices do not include shipping. 1. Before I Forget 50 years of muskie
fishing by Len Hartman, $ 2. Muskie, Muskie On the Wall signed by George W. Sandell $ 3.

Anglers come for miles around to fish our trophy waters. Lake of the Woods is a world class muskie fishery
with over 65, miles of shoreline and 14, islands. The majority of muskie anglers are catch and release. These
muskie nuts keep a good handle on fish movement, lure preference, colors and areas muskies are prevalent. It
is also a great way to save time really learning the nuances of becoming a better muskie angler. Check out a
list of NW Angle Resorts who can set you up with some of the best guides in the business. For those that just
love the sport, here are some tips on safely practicing catch and release: Careful handling makes
catch-and-release work. A big muskie is an old muskie. Females require 14 to 17 years to reach 30 pounds.
Northern pike grow even more slowly. Once taken out of the water and hung on a wall or carved into fillets, a
trophy is not soon replaced by another fish of its size. So, the key to creating trophy northern pike and muskie
fishing is catch-and-release angling. Unfortunately, some fish are mortally injured by improper handling and
cannot be successfully released. All northern pike and muskie are difficult to handle because of their slippery
hides, lack of good handles and sharp teeth. Big fish are particularly troublesome because of their great size
and power. The first step to successfully releasing fish is to use artificials rather than live bait. The second step
is to keep the fish in the water if at all possible. Caught on artificials and handled carefully, nearly all fish can
be returned with no permanent injury. Here are some effective methods, courtesy of Muskie Canada, for
handling large northern pike and muskie: Grip the fish over the back, right behind the gills never by the eye
sockets! With the other hand, use a pliers to remove the hooks, while leaving all but the head of the ;fish in the
water. Sometimes hooks can be removed with the pliers only; the fish need never be touched. Hooks can be
removed from some fish even as they remain in the net in the water. To better restrain large fish, stretch a
piece of cloth or plastic over the fish and pin it down as if it were in a straight jacket. A stretcher is made of
net or porous cloth about 2 to 3 feet wide stretched between two poles. As you draw the fish into the cradle
and lift, the fold of the mesh supports and restrains the fish. This method requires two anglers. The fish is thus
securely held, though the head must be further restrained before the hooks are removed. If you must lift a big
fish from the water, support as much of its body as possible to avoid injuring its internal organs. Never grip a
fish by the eye sockets if you intend to release it. By doing so you abrade its eyes, injure the surrounding
tissue and may cause blindness. Muskie anglers are a very passionate breed, often fishing from dawn to dusk.
They also have the deepest respect for muskies and overall do an excellent job of making sure these ultimate
predators return to the water unharmed. Best of luck to all muskie anglers not only this weekend but this year.
The muskies have been active this spring, are in good numbers and should be active.
Chapter 3 : Muskie season opens on Lake of the Woods this Saturday.
Muskie, Muskie on the Wall!: The True Facts of Life Along the Muskie Trail by George W. Sandell, George Karn
(Illustrator) starting at $ The True Facts of Life Along the Muskie Trail has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.

Chapter 4 : MuskieFIRST | Frabil Net bags Â» Lures,Tackle, and Equipment Â» Muskie Fishing
Muskie Full Mounts Our Muskie full mounts are anatomically correct fish replicas that are intended to be displayed on
the wall. Everything you see while the fish mount is hanging on the wall is painted.

Chapter 5 : Musky Pictures Wallpaper - WallpaperSafari
Muskellunge, Muskie Head W. 8" D. 8" H. 11".
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Chapter 6 : MuskieFIRST | Musky painting on My garage wall Â» General Discussion Â» Muskie Fishing
Shop for Muskie Wall Art, shower curtains, bedding, wall art, pillows, wall clocks and aprons in thousands of designs to
fit your home colors and style.

Chapter 7 : Muskie wall mount
48" Muskie Fish Mount Two Sided Wall Mount Replica Muskie Fish Mount Description These two sided fish mounts are
created with fiberglass from molds cast off real muskie giving them the same realistic texture of traditional skin fish
mount fish taxidermy.

Chapter 8 : Muskies from lake Erie? | Page 2 | Ohio Game Fishing - Your Ohio Fishing Resource
Our wall art range has a wide variety of ready to hang prints for your home, office or dorm. There are gallery quality
framed photographic prints, metal prints, canvas prints, art prints and art boards.

Chapter 9 : Muskie madness | Page 2 | Ohio Game Fishing - Your Ohio Fishing Resource
There are muskie signs, muskies on the wall of offices and in bars. There is even muskie beer and muskie merlot.
Hayward, Wis. is the muskie capital, where local codes seem to set a muskie minimum.
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